
GROUP PACKAGE



From 4 to 16 drivers max

Total stay : 2,5 days 

Driving  activity : 1 day

Nordic activities : 1 day 

100% 
CUSTOMIZABLE ! 

GROUP  PACKAGE



• MIN. 4 DRIVERS

• 1 DRIVING DAY

• 1 DAY NORDIC
ACTIVITIES

GROUP

Specially designed for groups of four drivers 
upwards, this “Motor Sports”- oriented package 
spans two days, including a “Supercar” driving 
day (with various activities, culminating in a final 
competition between participants), as well as a 
day of motor-inspired Nordic activities. DRIVING ACTIVITIES CHALLENGE

INCLUDES

€7,890 inc tax/PERS flights & accommodation extra BOOK NOW

Timed lap: who will be
fastest on an F1 circuit?

4 sessions of 30 minutes at the 
wheel of a Porsche 992 GT3.       

&
4 sessions of 30 minutes at the 

wheel of a Ferrari 488 GTB.

SNOWMOBILE tour.
&

ROAD TRIP to the arctic circle.

We’ll be happy to personalise your experience.

• Welcome pack,
• LID Jacket
• Photo report,
• Airport transfers,
• Courtesy vehicles,
• Cocktails.

LAPPISH DINNER

Discover Lapland culinary
specialities in a typical

chalet.

WORKSHOP VISIT

You’ll discover all the secrets 
of preparing the cars for 

driving on ice.



DETAILED DRIVING PROGRAM

• 8 sessions of 30 minutes :

o ½ day with the PORSCHE 992 GT3.

o ½ day with the FERRARI 488 GTB.

• Personal in-car coaching during all driving sessions,

• Approximately 250 km driving per day,

• Access to the entire domain,

• Club-house access.

1 DAY – INTENSIVE  PROGRAM 



INSTRUCTION

Our instructors are of the highest level. Some of them race in World championships. In the car with you, they
are dedicated to you and you will benefit “in real time” from their knowledge and personalised advice”.

Their only objective? To ensure that you achieve the ultimate satisfaction: to be in full control of a supercar
drifting at high speed… in a 100% secure environment.

MADE-TO-MEASURE EXPERTISE



PORSCHE 992 GT3 – NEW !

The GT3 is at the top of the Porsche range. Often described
as a « racecar for the road », this 911 variant sports is
equipped with a 4.0 L flat six engine, producing an
impressive 510 horsepower. Available with PDK
paddleshifter only.

Studding: 550/tyre

REAR-WHEEL DRIVE



FERRARI 488 GTB

With the 458 being such a global success, the newcomer
had a lot to live up to. The 488 GTB looks and plays the
part with its stunning styling and exceptional
performance. The Italian supercar boasts a 3.9L twin-
turbocharged V8 delivering power to the rear wheels. The
488 is ready to deliver its 670 horsepower on ice. Are
you?

Studding: 650/tyre

REAR-WHEEL DRIVE



EXTRAS

included with the 
driving services 



LID AWARDS

During your driving days, your progress and skills on the ice will qualify you to receive an LID bronze,
silver or gold award.

An acknowledgement of your drifting ability level from Lapland Ice Driving.

BRONZE, SILVER, GOLD?



WORKSHOP VISIT

A special occasion to share with our technical staff in order to understand the preparation and
maintenance of the entire fleet. They’ll reveal all their secrets and answer your questions: calculating
number of spikes per tyre, deactivation of electronics …

THE SECRETS REVEALED



FINAL RACE

The instructor will take lap times for each member of the group on a full-scale F1 circuit. Who will 
have the best time? The results will be announced at the evening cocktail.

GROUP COMPETITION



PHOTO REPORT

Our photographer will follow you on the lake each morning, looking to capture your best drifts. He’ll
also capture shots of the club-house ambiance with your friends, and in the company of your
instructor.

The most memorable pictures will be printed for you, and the full photo report sent you
electronically.

,

TO RECORD YOUR EXPERIENCE



LID JACKET

A PIECE OF PREMIUM CLOTHING
TO BECOME 

A REAL LAPLAND ICE DRIVING 
TEAM MEMBER.



NORDIC  ACTIVITIES



NORDIC ACTIVITY

Riding a latest generation POLARIS machine (130HP, 0-60 MPH in 3 seconds), guests will leave
accompanied by a guide for a trek at a pace they are comfortable with, across lakes and forests.

SNOWMOBILE TOUR – HALF DAY



NORDIC ACTIVITY

Guests will experience driving a premium SUV in extreme conditions on the open road. An instructor will
guide them to the Arctic Circle through amazing landscapes whilst at the same time giving them
valuable advice on driving technique.

Approx 160km in total.

ROADTRIP TO THE ARCTIC CIRCLE – HALF DAY



INCLUDED SERVICES



PREMIUM COURTESY CARS

To move between the hotel and the LID circuits or to go
to dinner in town, Lapland Ice Driving is pleased to
provide a premium courtesy vehicle.

Every morning, the vehicles are heated and cleared of 
snow for your comfort.



AIRPORT TRANSFERS

Our Lapland Ice Driving Chauffeur will be waiting
for you at your arrival and will take care of driving
you back safely to Silverhatten Hotel (1 hour
away), in our premium shuttle.

You can now relax and enjoy your stay.

Our Chauffeur will also drive you back for
departure.

AT YOUR ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE



LAPPISH DINNER

Lapland Ice Driving is happy to invite you to experiment typical local evening with the Lappish dinner in
our privatised forest cottage : smoked moose, bear sausage, salmon, roasted reindeer, arctic char, …

Cooked on the fire right in front of you!



PRIVATE COCKTAIL EVERY EVENING

We’ll be happy to welcome you to the Lapland Ice Driving Cocktail Reception which takes place every
evening in our private lounge at Silverhatten Hotel. Our waiter will serve you premium Champagne and
French Wine, on an open-bar basis, thanks to our partners “Maison Henriot".



ACCESS TO PRIVATE SPACE

FOR BREAKFAST AND LUNCH

Specifically reserved for Lapland Ice Driving customers, our private area (with table 
service) will allow you to benefit from a premium service among enthusiasts.



CONCIERGE

Our concierge service is available for you 24/7.

Need some local information? 

Want to book a last minute snowmobile trek? 

Your luggage is lost? 

Need to see the doctor urgently? 

Feel free to call him, and we will be glad to assist you
with your queries !



WELCOME PACK

On arrival, a nice gift with the information of your
stay as well as goodies will be available in your
room.



AUTHORISED TRAVEL AGENT

Thanks to the Drive & Travel agency– operating exclusively for Lapland Ice Driving- we will free 
you from all the logistical and organisational concerns: flight reservations* and accommodation at 
the Silverhatten Hotel*.

RESERVATION SERVICES

* Booking service is free of charge but flight tickets, hotel nights and meals will be charged.



HOTEL & MEALS

Optional services



SILVERHATTEN HOTEL ★★★★

Silverhatten Hotel* is situated 5 minutes away from the Lapland Ice Driving ice tracks.

You will stay in one of our LID superior rooms, renovated to the latest modern standards.

The Hotel includes a spa (sauna, hammam, jacuzzi), a gym, a restaurant, a lounge and meeting rooms.

An upgraded breakfast with plate serivce will be available in our private area. Enough to get you in shape
for the morning.

* optional



LUNCH*

A choice of the most popular pub dishes such as Caesar Salad… will be on offer from the waiter
dedicated to our private LID lounge.

A revitalising break together with the other drivers to recharge the batteries before a new drifting
afternoon!

* optional



DINNERS*

Hotel dining is available (Swedish and International dishes).

You also have other dining choices in town.

* optional



YOUR SCHEDULE  IN DETAILS
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SCHEDULE

FOR 4 PARTICIPANTS – INTENSIVE PROGRAM
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: LID cocktail EVENING A

Day 2* Day 3*

4 driving sessions of 30 
min.

FERRARI 488 GTB

Transfer from 
Arvidsjaur airport to the 

Silverhatten hotel.
Transfer from the 

Silverhatten hotel to 
Arvidsjaur airport. 

AM
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4 driving sessions of 30 
min.

Group 2

Road Trip to the 
Arctic Circle

FERRARI 488 GTB

Snowmobile Tour

Day 1 Day 4

PORSCHE 992 GT3

PORSCHE 992 GT3

: LID cocktail + Lappish dinnerEVENING B

: LID cocktail EVENING C

4 driving sessions of 30 
min.

4 driving sessions of 30 
min.

*The days can be reversed. 



THE FUSION OF FIRE AND ICE

More drifting in a day than in 
a driver’s entire lifetime…

UNIQUE IN THE WORLD

A first-class ambassador:
Yvan MULLER – 4-Times WTCC Champion, 10 Andros Trophy titles.

“
”



LIKE NOWHERE ELSE

OUR PARTNERS



WE ARE HERE  FOR YOU



CONTACT:

OUR OFFICES:
• Office: +33 1 60 76 25 25
• Email: info@lapland-ice-driving.com

ELSE

www.lapland-ice-driving.com

LIKE NOWHERE


